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ii. 
I.NTRO.D\JOTION 
This thesis is concerned with a discussion of various 
approximations to the cumulative binomial distribution. 
A variety of approximating functions have been studied; 
partly because many times in applications the work re~uired 
to compute exact probabilities is impractical, and partly 
for their value in theoretical work. 
These approximating functions are useful when specialized 
tables are not available or do not cover the necessary 
range. However in order to use these functions advantageously, 
it is necessary to know something about the conditions 
under which they may be used. In this paper we will 
derive various approximations and compare their respective 
merits. 
The approximations studied include, various approximations 
based on transformations of a binomial distribution into a 
normal distribution. In particular we discuss the simple 
normal approximation which is based on·the DeMoivre-Laplace 
Limit Theorem, and the arcsine approximation which is based 
on the variance stabilizing angular transformation. Also 
included are the Poisson, and the Poisson modified approximations. 
Next we discuss the Gram-Oharlier approximations; the Normal 
f. ( 
Gram-Oharlier approximation, wh1ch consists or tne normal 
approximation plus an adjustment term matching the skewness 
of the point binomial, and the Poisson Gram-Oharlier 
approximation. The concluding approximation studied, is the 
Oamp-Paulson, which is based on an entirely different 
principle from the previous ones; it does not try to match 
or stabilize the moments of a binomial distribution, but 
proceeds from the equivalence of a.cumulative binomial 
probability to a probability integral of the variance ratio F. 
,., THE NORMAL APPROXIlV1ATI0N 5 
Consider the situation wherein an experiment is to be 
carried out independently a certain number, n, of times 
and at each trial there are only two possible outcomes, 
S and F. Attached to the outcome S there is a probability p, 
and to F, a probability 1-p=Q· We shall assume that tnese 
probabilities remain constant throughout the repetitions of 
the experiment. Such trials are known as Bernoulli trials. 
When the outcome S, which is usually referred to as a 
success, is given the probability p, then an acceptable 
assignment of probability is determined for every choice of the 
number p provided only that O~p~l. Since the outcome F, which 
is usually referred to as a failure, has as its probability Q 
which is eQual to 1-p, once p is determined Q is automatically 
1. 
determined. 
h 
The sample space of n Bernoulli trials contalns 2 pts.; 
each pt. representing one possible outcome of the compound 
experiment. We shall be interested in the total number of 
S 1 s appearing in then trials, without regard to the order 
in Which the S 1 s appear. The probability of exactly 
k S 1 s and n-k F 1 s appearing inn trials is given by the following: 
1 (n) f< n~1< 
-b(k;n,p) = k p Q , where k=O, l, 2, •....•.. n • 
We introduce the random variables X 1 ,Xk, • • • X defined V) 
Parzen, Pg. 102 
as: 
i. = k 
1 if s-appears at the kth trial 
0 if F appears at the kth trial 
We may then introduce the variableS~= X1 *X~ + ••..• X~ 
which eQuals the number of S's appearing inn independent 
trials. Here we have a sum of n identically distributed 
random variables; tnat is, each X K is distributed according 
to the same Bernoulli probability law: 
P(X.K=l)=p 
P(X~=O)=Q for k=l,2,3,4 ...•• n 
Then P ls 11 =k f = b ( k; n, p ) • 
S his a random variable and b(k;n,p) is the so-called 
Binomial distribution. 
It is useful for future reference to derive tne mean and 
2nd and 3rd central moments for the bin. distribution. 
Yl 
The expected value is defined by the eQuation; E(X)=~b(k;n,p) 
t<:::. I 
The expected value is identical 1nri th the population mean, .. ;r. 
The 2nd moment about the mean is given by the eQuation: 
~ . J... d.. Ol... 
o; = V ar (X) =E (X-_,tf) =E (X ) - /{ • 
For the bin. distri b., X k can take the values 0 or 1 with 
probabilities Q and p respectively. Thus: 
E(Xk)=l•p+O · Q=P 
E(XK)=l•p+O·Q=P 
Thus for StJ=X,+X:t+X3 + .... X'7 where the X
1
s are indep. and 
ide~tically distributed • 
.15 ( S 
11 
)=E (.X: 1 +X'L+X3 + •... X17 ) =EX, +EXJ...+EX3 + ••. . EX iJ =np 
Var(Sn )=Var(X 1 +X:;t +X3.._ ••• • Xi"J) =nVar(X~r;)=n:pq_ 
If X is defined as X, +X*+X,+ ... . .X.n :::: S n 
then E(X)= E(Sa)=:p 
n 
n n 
The third moment about the mean is given by the eq_uation: 
3 
A 3 = E(X-~) 
Ezi.zi Zll =EZ< EZ~ EZ~< where i:fj:fk 
~ :t.. :1, 
EZ. z. =EZi EZ; =0. :, EZ.: ZJ· =0 ~ 1 .• '--1- J 
EZ =0 
K 
3 ..., \3 3 :L :1.. 3 3 . . .~ d. . . 3 
EZ. =J:!J(X.-:p; =E(X.-3X .. :p+3X.·:p -:p) =EX. -3·:p·EX.+3•:p.EX.-:p 
c ~ l ( (, ~ (. c:. 
~ 3 3 
=:P-3·:P +3·:P -:p 
h 
.~z: =n(P-3•:p~ +2·:p3 )=n:p(l -2·:p)• (l- :p)=n:pq_(l-:p-:p)=n:pq_(q_-:p)· 
\=( 
.3 
.·. E(Si1-n:p) =n:pq_(q_-:p) 
The b1nom1a~ distribution has a simple form, but this 
does not mean that the numerical values are easi~y computed. 
In many applications the labor req_uired to compute exact 
:probabilities is :prohibitive. To help this situation tables 
have been :published and a variety of a:p:proximatlng functions 
have been studied. In order to use these functions it is 
necessary to know something about the conditions for which 
one approximation may be used as opposed to another. In this 
paper we shall see various approximations to the cumulative 
binomial probabi~ity which is defined as: 
K" 
P(X ~ k)=B(k;n, p)= )'1-=n..:-l ~-~ 
Cir (n-i)! 
('='0 
Consider: 
n-K-1 ' n-c.. 
B(n-k-l;n,q_)= n! ,1-q) 
i! (n-i)! 
' ~ n-tJ 
• p (1-p) 
values from 0 to n 
= fn ~ -J ( 1-p ) ~ p r] - ~ 
L= il (n-i)l since q_=l-p 
4. 
~~D I 1 n-
=Pn + :QJ.. ... ( l-J?) I! + 
l! (n-1) I 
"' .. ; l.> 
<h. n-.t. 
n I ( 1-p) I! + .. n-K-t 1<+/ n! ( l-J?) p 
2! (n-2)! (n-k-l) I (k+l)! 
fJ 1 n -I 
B(k;n.p) = (l-p) + n! p (1-p) + 
1! (n-1)! 
l-B(k;n,p) 
K·l-1 ·11 -1<-1 
nl p (l-p) + ... 
(k+l) l (n-k-1) 1 
" n-K. n l p (l-p) 
kl (n-k) I 
n o 
nl I! (l-p) =B(n-k-l;n,q_) 
n!l! 
Thus this probability has the symmetric property; therefore 
when comparing approximations of B(k;n,p) for various values 
of p, we ohly have to consider values of p smaller than -t. 
We are often interested in the probabi~ity that the number 
of· successes lies between preassigned limits, r:l. and;1 . If 
d.andj3 are integers(..c<l,.s), then we define the event as 
ol.. .$ 8 11 ~ f3. It 1 s probability is: 
P (ol $ St"J ~ 15 )=b (ot. ;n, p );f.b (d. :f;l ;n, p J+ •• b (,.8; n, p )=B(j.l) -B/c:(-1) 
This sum may involve many terms and a direct evaluat~on may be 
impractica~. Fortunately, whenever n is large, tne normal 
distribution function can be used to derive a simple approx. 
to this probability. This d~scovery is due to DeMoivre and 
Laplace. It is.one o~ tne.most used approx~mations, however 
~its importance goes far beyond the domain of numerical 
calculations. 
/ 
5. 
It will be convenient to introduce the following terminology. 
Generally, if the distribution of a random variable X depends 
on a parameter n, and if two q_ua:iiti ties f(
0
and ~can be found 
----="' 
such that the distribution function of the variable 
t_(y ];:1,. 
·~tends to iii!Je-;. as n -> ob 
~ ' -.o 
we shall say that X is asymptotically normal (~fo ~) • 
) 
This does not imply that the mean and standard deviation of 
X tend;, to ){band~, nor even that these moments exist, but 
is simply eq_uivalent to saying that we have for any interval 
not depending on n 
dt 
.t 
The so-called Central Limit Theorem may now be expressed in 
the following way: 
Whatever be the distribution of the independent variable XK 
subject to certain general condition~ the sum X=X 1 +X~+ ... X~ 
is asymptotically normal with mean/(, and variance~~ 
If in this theorem, we let X be the sum of n Bernoulli 
J 
variables we get the DeMoivre-Laplace Limit .9 Theorem. That is 
;S -L (x-nr)-t f -.><.. V"nP1 e • dX · 
d., 
A slightly better approximation has been found to be 
f ,/3 r ~ ..L ( x - n f ) ~ - ,;). Vnr<~ P ( cZ ~ X ~~ ) ~ l e . d .X b /!i;rrf h o(- !--: 
J. 
.1. 
Cramer, Pg. 214 
.3 
Cramer, Pg. 198 
lj. 
This adjustment of i unit is to take into account the 
adapting of the normal distribution, which is continuous to 
the binomial distribution w~ich is discrete. 
When we use an approximating formula instead of an exact 
one, there is always the QUestion to consider: How large 
is the committed error? If, as is usually done, the 
QUestion is left unanswered, the derivation of Laplace's 
formula is relatively easy. However to estimate the error 
comparatively long and detailed investigation is reQuired. 
According to Uspensky~ the probability that { SYl -npj ~ 
y'f'IR1 
is g: ven 
2 
by ';r c:t ~ u:u 
Vi7l 
" 
+ 
IT~ (1- ~- t;J.L-a + 
··vd.,.7Tflii 
- 2- Vri?f 
where + e «-
and where G and 8 are the respective fractional parts of 
<l.. I 
np+TV:ripQ and nQ-TifnpQ respectively. 
Refering to the above expression for the probability of 
the ineQualities tt{npQ $S 11 -np ~ t;tynpQ and supposing 
that the number of trials n, increases indefinitely while 
t i and t~ remaim fixed, we see Laplace's Limit Theorem. 
T 
t < S -np < t,] _......, 
I' --- "' "" -/ Ji;_ - ~u:l.. l e -<- du as n · ) c:c ~ {2 7r Tj. 
To form an idea of the accuracy to be expected by. using 
the foregoing approximating formulas, let us take up a 
numerical example. 
Uspensky, Pg. 130 
6. 
7. 
Let n=200 :p=q=t 95.: si"j ~ 105 
The exact expression of the :probability that s~ will satisfy 
the above inequality is: 
t J.06 ~Ob ~Ob P= 2 200! {.~) ~ 200! (-~) + 200! (1a) +.... 200! (±J-1Ml ilf5! 105 !\: . 96 ! 104! 97 1103 ,, 100! 100 .!J ~a..oo~ P=200! . 2 l+-2(:y2Q. +100.2_2.+~·2.2·98 +100._22.98·~ __, 
/oof"Joo,t · Jo/ Jol to2 Jo/ /o;;. /o<J to! /o'J. /03 loll 
+ /li~O. 99. 98. 97. 96 J 
to/ lol 103 Jot/ lot> 
P is faun~ to be = .56325 and this may be regarded as correct 
to 5 decimal :places. 
Using the approximate formula: 
t=l =.707107 
Vi 
=.52050 and e ::: .04394 
- ~ 
.LT:t 
+ (1- (:}1 ...,.. e~)e- ~ = . 52050+. 04-394=. 5644-4-
Y;I.ThF? 
This is greater than the true value of P by .00119. 
The theoretical limit of the error: /Jl{ < . 20+. 25/!-i) = l =.004 
!)o :25-o 
So that actually, using the above for~:o.ula gives an even closer 
approximation than can be expected theoretically. 
When n:pq is large the 2nd term in Laplace's formula ordinarily 
is omitted and the :probability is computed by using a simpler 
expression: ..... 
(~-f 
P= _?_ Je du 
vJ:lro 
In our case this expression would give P= .52050 
Here we have an error about .043 which is about 8% of~the 
exact number. Such a comparatively large error is explained 
by the fact that in our example npq=50 is not large enough. 
There is more than one way of judging the closeness of 
a given approximation. Uspensky in discussing the normal 
approximation considers errors in the cumulative binomial 
probability. Others measure their erro~ in terms of the 
normal deviate corresponding to the cumulative binomial prob.; 
this method would reduce the differences near the center 
of the distribution, and magnify those in the tails. Still 
other criteria are possible, such as the relative error in the 
cumulative probability. Different criteria serve different 
b. 
purposes, and any choice seems to be somewhat arbitrary. Table 1.1 
gives the maximum error of the normal approximation~(X) to 
the binomial distribution. Where "§i (X) is a normal distribution 
having the same mean and variance as the binomial distribution. 
If 
dt 
and if we let: 
. n! p ,_. (1-p) t • n-v il(n-i)l 
C=o 
where Z= k+t-n:p 
.ynpq 
if k~ 0 
The closeness of the approximation B•(k;n,p) was judged by 
examining the maximum error which is defined as follows: 
E t ( k; n, p) =B 
1 
( k; n, p) - B ( k; n, p) 
The maximum error
5
Mt(np) =Max. ~~EL(j;n,p) - E, (k;n,p)/ ~· ~ 
where j and k can take any integral values from 0 to n. 
That is, the maximum error is defined as the largest possible 
error which can arise in estimating any sum of consecutive 
binomial terms with the specified parameters. 
Table l.l lists the maximum errors of B 1 as a function of 
n and p and also as a function of n and np. For constant 
n the maximum error M1(np) decre~ses asp increases tot 
(except when pis very near 0, where the trend is reversed.) 
For constant p it decreases with increasing n. When the 
mean np is held constant , the maximum error increases with 
increasing n up to a limiting value which represents the 
error in the normal approximation to the Poisson distribution. 
(This we will discuss in the next chapter.) According to 
s 
Raff M1 (np) is always less than .140/(npQ: 
5 
JASA Vol. 51, Pg. 294 ) 
9. 
lO. 
Table l.l 
e l values values of n 
of :p 5 lO 25 50 lOO 250 500 co 
.002 
.l26 0 
.004 .l25 .082 0 
.008 .082 JO 
.OlO .l24 .046 0 
.020 .l22 .080 .046 .032 0 
.040 .ll8 .077 .030 0 
.050 .044 0 
.080 .07l ·o 
.lOO .l58 .l06 .060 .040 .027 0 
.200 .086 .054 .032 .022 .Ol5 0 
.300 .054 .032 .Ol9 .013 .009 0 
.400 .024 .Ol6 .009 .006 .004 0 
.500 .Oll .005 .002 .OOl .OOl 0 
values 
of n:p 
00.00 
.45 .l86 
.50 .l58 .l85 
l.OO .086 • H:l6 .ll8 .l22 .l24 .l25 .l26 .l26 
l.50 .054 .l09 
2.00 .024 .054 .07l .077 .080 .082 .082 .083 
2.50 .Oll .060 .073 
~ 
Table 
values 
of n:p 
3.00 
4.00 
5.00 
7.50 
10.00 
12.5 
15.00 
20.00 
25.00 
30.00 
40.00 
50.00 
6 
JASA· 
l.l(continued) 
values of 
5 10 25 50 
.032 
.016 
.005 .032 .040 
.019 
.009 .022 
.002 
.013 
.00'6 
.001 
Vol. 51 :pg. 295 
11. 
n 
100 250 500 
.044 .046 .046 .047 
.027 .030 .032 .032 
.015 .023 
.009 .018 
.004 .016 
.001 .014 
As an application of the simple normal approximation 
let us find confidence intervals for the parameter p , 
that appears in the binomial distribution. 
Consider the following test: 
H0 P=P 0 
:.H1 PfP~ 
" the critical statistic is p X/n 
and the critical region is: accept He if 
I z! = .t~ - pj_ < z I - ~ 
l/ fill- f.,) 
n 
where P ( Z -q Z 1 _ s) = .5:..-
"1. ..<... 
and Z is approximately normal with mean=O, and variance =l. 
Thus, given an observed ualue of p all hypothetical values 
of p
0 
which will be accepted are those which satisfy the 
above ine~uality. 
of the ine~uality: 
A ~ 
( p - P.1> ) . n 
p (l::p:-j 
-p 0 
Let's call Z = r, and s~~qre both sides 
,_ .2L 
.(,. 
Let's consider this ine~uality as a function of p
0 
that is: 
7-. J2. f(P~) = (p- p) · n -r.p· (l-p~) 
0 0 
The graph of f(p 0 ) against p0 is a parabola opening upwards, 
;).., 
since the coefficient of Po is positive • 
.:J.. ~ ;.. :t A"J... f(p~)=pa (n+r ) - P.(2np + r ) + np 
The value of p which satisfies the ine~uali ty f (p ) < 0 
0 ~ 
12. 
lies between the two roots of the quadratic equation 
Solving this equation for p
0
, using the quadratic formula; 
we get: 
n 
Po 
Since anl value of p~ lying between these two.roots will 
'• 
satisfy f(p 0 )~0, the two values of p0 given by the above 
equation are ~he confidence limits for p 0 • 
If r is small compared to n, we get: 
p 
0 
2np + r J 4ngq 
2n 
7-: Alexander, Pg. 202 
01.. 112 - -1nri th 6' estimated bye:;- = X( 1-X) 
13. 
c L) VARIANCE STABILIZING TRANSFORMATIONS 
A different type of approximation is based on the so-called 
variance stabilizing distribution. 
Suppose that a relation 
between the mean and standard deviation of the variable X 
exists. 
.:t. 
We want to find Y = g(X) such that ~X = constant 
From experience, it has been found that such transformations, 
usual~ transform a distribution into a distribution that 
is more nearly normal. 
By Taylor 1 s formula we can write: 
I 
g(X) ~ g()<) + (X-,1() · g (f() 
s o that 07 ~ g ( X ) J ~ G? l X ~ g ' (.-Lf J 
since ~c: -=h(.){J 
J 
--;::_ h(A.), g ( Ll,) 
v ~~( 
If we choose the transformation function, g(X), in such 
a manner that the standard deviation 6'1 g(X) ~ is the same 
for all distributions, we have: 
I 
h(fi() . g (_;(~) = c 
where c is a constant, or 
I 
g Lt(J = cjh(;-<t') 
Thus, the transformation function is determined by the equation 
8 . 
g(X) = c J gif) 
g 
Bald, :Pg. 176 
14. 
Let us consider X=X/n, where X is a binomial variable. On 
the basis of the relation between the mean;p and the variance, 
P· (1-p)/n for X, we may determine a function Y=g(X) in such 
a manner that the variance of the transformed variable Y is 
independant of p. 
We have 
~, =fi· (l - p)/n 
where in the previous discussion the;(iS now replaced by p, 
and h(X) = {x(l - X)/n 
g(i) = c r...d~ = jti(x) 
Integrating we get: 
and 
g(X)= Vn· c, 2 ·arcsin{[' = 2 •arcsin ff 
:Previously we f.ound that 
where c= l 
--~ 
6' lg(X)~ ~ h(/() ' g I y() 
thus 6' 2_g (X) 5 ~ h ( p), g 1 ( p) =,fP(l-p).yn.c_L = c =__!_ 
r-n ~ rfl 
• ! , V ar 1 g (X) J ,::; 1 
n 
Thus g(X) - g (~x) 
<5"-
We can write )( 
= 2 [arcsin {X- arcsin\IP]Vn 
qu=(2• arcsinYx- 2· arcsin{P )Vn 
is approximately normally distributed with param~ters (0,1). 
In analogy with our previous approximation 
q 
Hald, Pg. 685 
15. 
--
~'-" 
,o 
16. 
Observations have indicated that the preceding two 
approximation formulas , usually lead to deviations from the 
exact values of the same order of magnitude, but with opposite 
signs. So that the mean of the two approximations usually 
gives a considerably better approximation to the exact value 
than either of the two single values. However, this new 
approximation has only been applied to a certain range. 
That is, an approximation to P{X:~ for .005<P<.05 and .95<P<.995 
we may apply~ (u) for 
/0 
U= t(u 1+ u.:t) 
where 
and 
- 2, arcsin {P )(i; 
Table 1.2 gives the maximum error :M;Jnp) occurring 
when we use the approximation: 
Ba!k;n.p) = f~Vn • (arcsin \Tk+t/n- arcsinyp)] 
The maxim¥m errors M (np) follow a pattern similar to 
' J.. 
those of the normal approximation, except that the increasing 
trend with decreasing p goes all the way to p=O. 
Hald, Pg. 686 
AMS. Vol. 44 Pg. 174-212 
17. 
e it ' Table 1.2 
values values of n 
of :p 5 10 25 50 100 
00.1 .166 .098 .043 .028 .019 
00.2 .084 .043 .023 .015 .010 
00.3 .048 .024 .013 .009 .006 
00.4 .030 .015 .007 .004 .003 
00.5 .024 .012 .004 .002 .001 
values 
of n:p 
00.0 .579 
00.5 .166 .185 
01.0 .084 .098 .110 .112 
ol.5 .048 .080 
02.0 .\3130 .043 .056 .059 
oe.5 .024 .042 .050 
03.0 .024 .044 
04.0 .015 .037 
05.0 .012 .023 .028 .032 
07.5 .013 .026 
10.0 .007 .015 .019 .022 
'k0~0 .004 .010 .015 
30.0 .006 .012 
50.0 .001 .010 
,, 
JASA Vol. 51 pg. 298 
The use of the arcsine transformation has been greatly 
facilitated and many new applications have been developed 
t.t \l 
by F. Mosteller and J. W. Tukey, in fhe Uses and Usefulness 
)J 
of Binomial Probability Paper. 
Probability paper has the property that the graph of 
a cumulative normal distribution is a straight line. This 
is accomplished by using a special ruling to the ordinate 
axis, namely a scale where instead of the u-values the 
c orrespond·ing values of P =~( u) are marked. The basic idea 
here, of the binomial probability paper, is to plot the 
sample point (n-x,x) on double-square root paper; that is, 
in reality we plot (t/n-x,fi-). This point will lie some·where 
on a quarter-circle with radius~. The angle made by the 
line connecting the origin with the sample point and the 
horizontal axis is arcsin~ Repeated random samples of 
size n will give sample points varying at random on the circle, 
their standard error measured on the circle being t. 
We often use such transformations so that we can compare 
the transformed binomial data with percentage points of the 
standard normal distribution to make approximate significance 
test or to set approximate confidence intervals. 
Consider __L-[~ i 1d: 
Vd.iT -'0/J . 
~ Prob.1 X~ k I binomial, n,p!. 
That is, we would like to use the normal deviate K exceeded 
with the same probability as the number of successes X 
from n in a binomial distribution, with/{~n:p. 
]l. 
.A..."MS Vol. 44 Pg. 174-212 . 
18. 
--
!3 
Various approximations to K have been given by Tukey. 
For example: 
-1P I 
L = L+ (L-2): (L+2)/ 12· (Vnftl 
where L= X + i -n-o 
V npq 
~) 
;{<. 
modified by a term like that in L 
where M =2~ (arcsin J~:~ - arcsin(:P) 
in addition 
N = 2( V(k +l) ~ {(n -k). p ) 
+ 
N = N + ( N + 2p -1) ,/ 12 VE E = lesser of np and nq 
* 
.-r 
N =N modified by a term like that in L·:~ 
7('-ii- * ¥- . 
N = N + (N + 2p - E= lesser of np and nq 
Taking an upper limit of 2.5 or 3.5 on /KI, and a lower 
limit of .01, l or 4 on np, the gratest observed errors 
~-7f 'f. *-
of the transformations were smallest for N , N and M 
~ 
and largest for the direct approximations L and L • 
1:3 
L~S Vol. 21 Pg. 607 
19. 
--
2. POISSON APPROXIMATIONS 
Another type of approximation is the Poisson approximation. 
In many applications we deal with Bernoulli trials where, 
comparatively speaking, n is large and p is small, whereas 
the' product\= np is of moderate magnitude. In these cases 
it is convenient to use an approximating formula to b(k;n,p} 
which is due to Poisson, which can be derived as follows: 
= (~)Px (l-p) n-K b(k;n,p) q_=l-p 
k=o b(O;n,p) (1 - p)1} ;\ =np P= _L -· 11 
- ~) n -A = (1 
--:) e as n~C>O 
20. 
(~)p K n-K · I')) K-1 for fixed k: b(k;n,p) :=: q_ and b(k-l;n,p) r:;-(k-1 f. 
n! 
t< n- k 
(k-1)! (n- (k-llll _I2~'----=-;;-_ 
n! p"'-' , q_11-i(+l 
n-1{-t 
j 
Kl (n-k) l 
(n-k+l):Q. = C+- (~-t))! - )\ - ( k- I) p _ /\- ( 1(-t) _A ~ ____ Y! . =:;. ( k 
l'\ q 
_.,.., >-. 
= \ 
l 
- >-. b(O;n,p) = e 
-
_).. 
."'. b(l;n,p) =A e 
Assume that for k=L 
L- ). 
b(L;n,p) = ;\ e-
Ll 
K(J 
by the above result 
Would like to prove for k=L+l: b(L+l;n,p) j: 
~q K(l---1:;-) . 
Yl -> """ 
).. L+/ 
e~\ 
-(L+IT! 
·e 
We assumed that b(L;n,p) = 
• 
' I b(L+l;n,p)= ' \ [.. - A ;\ ;\ e 
lL+l) L l 
Generally we see by induction that: 
b(k;n,p) ·~ - >- IC. e 1\ 
k! 
= 
This is the famous Poisson approximation to the 
;l/ 
distribution. It is customary to call: p(k;A) 
binomial 
- >. \ K 
= e /\ 
~ 
Thus p(k;~) is an approximation to b(k;n,~) when n is 
sufficiently large. As we have seen the error of the normal 
approximation will be small if npQ is large. On the other 
hand if n is large and p small the terms b(k;n,p) will be 
found to be near the Poisson probability p(k;A) with~ =np. 
If }.. is small then only the Poisson approximation can be used. 
However, if).. is large we can use either the normal or the 
Poisson approximation. This implies that for large values 
of A it must be possible to approximate the Poisson distrib. 
by the normal distribution. This is true, for fixed values 
of d-,(3 
}. 1<. 
e A 
k! 
and k, the following difference tends to 0 as .A~~: 
K->.+}a i '(:t 'IT' - ( \ ) l e -l dy -7 0 /\ ~ oo 72V K- ~- ~ 
VA 
We may consider this as ~allows: 
We are given the distribution of a sum of independent 
I~ 
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identically (Bernoulli) distributed random variables, and 
we have arrived at two limiting distributions for such a 
sum by means of two essentially different limiting processes. 
In the case of the normal approximation to the binomial we 
hold p constant and let n-)ce. For the Poisson ap:proxima tion 
to the binomial, we allow both n and p to vary, but in such 
a way that n->ceand :P·-70 in a manner that leaves A bounded. 
Consider the following configuration: 
.. 4 ... 
p: X X. X 113 ----··X...,.., IJ TJr lla ., ., 
In the first case above we are changing n alone as we consider 
successive rows of mutually independent variables; i.e., 
p, =P (i=l,2, (. ). In the second of the oases we must 
consider the fact that the :p 1 s are changing as we move to 
different rows with increasing n. Actually this configuration 
is a special case of the more general situation with a 
double sequence XYJI ,Xn<Z.' .... Xnn·. (n=l,2, •.. ) of random 
variables, independent for each choice of n, but not 
necessarilly identically distributed. 
To get rough error estimates for the Poisson approximations 
of the binomial distribution, we can :proceed as follows: 
22. 
23. 
b(k;n,p) 
K 11- i< 
= n! p (1-p) so that 
(n-k)k! 
t<. n-;:: 
= n! r~\ \1- 1-7 
kL (n-k)/\ h / . 
= 
J; ). A n-x 
nl (~ (1--) 
(n ... k) ! nK · 11 
n(L = n(n-l)(n-2) .... (n-(k-1)) < 1 
:rf(rl-k)! · n,n.n·n.n, n 
' .. 
1< n-;c 
nl ( k\.1 (1 - ~) = b(k;n.p) 
(n-k) In"' 
To get the lower bound: 
n! _ n. (n-J-1-- · (n-k+lL 
(n-k) !nK - nK 
(n-k) · (n-lc), (n-k) 
={¥jK 
/>.. 0~ - ~ 1 0 ~J- ~ ~ 1 n-k~ 0 
n n 
j I 
~-K A n 
( 1 ;-__ ~) ~ ( 1 - 11) 
• i< n-k .IC 
= n I _ ( :, ~ ( 1- ~ ) ~ ( ;,.I ?:• ( 1 
(n-k')'! · . ' 
b(k;n,p) 
Thus 
"' t')~l< \ >. k I(·K }. I') 
1\ ( 1---n) ~ b(k;n,p) 7:/ A (1 --. ) (1 - 11) kl ., k! f.) 
By refining the preceding ineQuality we can show that: 
KA _c -~ 
p ( k; A ) e 0 7 b ( k; n, p ) 7 e- 11 -I( . " - ~ F ( k; ~) 
Before we can do this we need to derive ano%h?r ineQuality. 
By Taylor's expansion: log(f~~= t + tl~- + ~l. + ...... ~1 <t <1 
• 
~ I 
for O<t"fl A. 3 t <t +tt + ~ t +-. ~ 3 <t +t + t. + = t 
1-t 
t 1 _!_.<t 1 \' og 1-T 1-t multiply by n : 1 t 1 1 I 1 n • <n · og1_"f. <n~ 
1-t 
1
-t_ ( / ) n 
1 
thus en < 1- t < e 
- t.~-c) '11 I I 11 _n-c 
(1-t) < e ;@ 
->-.\1< .!iJ,... 
1
K _ __Lln-1<.) 
= e f\ ~ .., _c_e " 
and e < 
now: P (k; >-. ) 
I~! K! 
® with n' = (n-k) 
(t- ~J'l-K 
according to inequality 
-~ln-k:) 
e / 
t = :p.:l 0 
11 J 
tl AK-~(n-K) 
Thus :p ( k; .A). e 11 = - e / K.l 
I 
K n-~ 
.-L
1 
P, - .1 \ /; b ( k; n , p ) 
I<. l 11 ) I 
~ 
:p(k;)..). e 7b(k;n·,:p) 
.. 
For the lower bound: 
according to inequality @with n 1 = n 
11 
and 
( _11 l*) \ 
- \I- .A..) 
e ,. "'1 < lt- ~) 
-~ ~~11 \K 
e _ e- --r:=-l<l~ (1- ~J according to (!) with 
. 1~'1 1){... I K ~ (~) 
) -\ti-i<l-ltt-.>-1 ~ - n~l< - 11-,.\ p(k;A .e 1 e ::_!_e e < 
1\1 
Thus 
. 
K>-
.-:..--
t I 
n 
p(k;_A), e 1 'b(k;n,p) 1 :p(k;,A) e 
t = A/'1 
n' = k t _..!S. ) - , 
24. 
Table 2.1 is similar to table 1.1. It gives the maximum 
errors, M (np) for the Poisson approximation, B~(k;A) to 
3 ~ 
the binomial distribution ,B(k;n,p). This approximation 
has the interesting property that its maximum errors seem 
to be practically independent of n. They seem to depend only 
on the probability p, approaching 0 as p decreases toward 0. 
~~ 
Table 2.1 
values 
of p 
.002 
.004 
.008 
.01 
.02 
.04 
.05 
.08 
.1 
.2 
.4 
.5 
15" 
JASA 
5 10 
values of n 
25 50 100 
.003 
.006 .005 
.011 .009 
.012 
.019 
.025 .029 .027 .026 .026 
.063 .052 .055 .055 .054 
.125 .127 .124 .124 .123 
.177 .172 .166 .167 .167 
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250 
.001 
.002 
.005 
.010 
500 
.0006 .0005 
.001 
.002 
.005 
.001 
.002 
.002 
.005 
.010 
.012 
.020 
.026 
.054 
.123 
.166 
25. 
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26. 
Often times in binomial probability calculations we do 
not need the aid of an approximating function. When n does 
not exceed a certain value we can use exact Binomial tables. 
\\ 
The two most useful tables ar~ Tables of the Binomial 
,, 
Probability Distribution published by the National Bureau 
,, 
of Standards, and the Tables of the Cumulative Binomial 
,, 
Probability Distribution published by the Harvard University 
Computation Laboratory. The former gives both individual terms 
and cumulated terms for values of p ranging from .01 to 
.5(by increments of .01) and for n ranging from 2 to 49. 
The latter givescumulative terms for similar values of p.} 
and for values of N up to lOOO(by varying increments). 
To get an approximate value of a cumulative binomial 
probability distribution, we may use normal tables for 
11 largett values of n, or we may use Poissin tables when we 
ll 
have a small 11 value olfl p. However, it is often true that p 
is not small enough to give really accurate results when 
Poisson tables are employed, while n is too small for accurate 
use of normal tables. 
It freg_uently happens that an upper bound for P(r~X~s) 
would serve our purpose. We will show how to find this from 
Poisson tables with greater accuracy than could be obtained 
by using these tables in the way described earlier. 
by; 
We shall denote the general term of the binomial expansion 
B. 
L 
~ n-L 
nl p . q 
i! (n-i) 1 
c. ( • 
and the general term of the corresponding ~oisson distribution 
I. - r. n 
with the same value of p by: P~ = (pn) • e / il 
We shall also consider a second Poisson distribution whose 
general 
/ I i 
ter~ is given b~P; = (p n) • e 
'" will be determined later. 
We shall use the following notations: 
Ui =B~.f-1/Bt 
Vi. =PH1 /Pt 
·- (n-i)p/(i+1)c(1-p); 
. . 
= pnj ( i+l); 
Vt1 =P~.,.., /P; = :P' n/(i+l); 
Ut -Vi = p(np- i) /·(i+l)o (1-p) 
I 
f li I .' l· 
From the last eQuation we obtain the following: 
ui '7 v~ or UL "\V t according as i < np or i) np e 
where 
Thus the size of the general term of the binomial expansion 
fall off more steeply to the right of i=np than does that of 
the general Poisson term. Using this fact, we can obtain 
an upper bound to P(r~X ~ s) for any r..., np. In fact, 
~ =__Rr_ 
B-r P,... 
)Bru '( P r-.y-1 /PI'. 
Br 
B1•-n. <P l"r~PI--+1 
Bt-rl ; 
B$ < BtPS /Pr 
.Adding these, 
P(r~X~s) 
The QUantity in parentheses can be found by use of the 
II. 
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cumulative Poisson table provided, of course, it is within 
the range of that table, while the :S;-/Pi" can be computed 
directly. 
In the work we have done so far, we have used a Poisson 
distribution which is less steep than the corresponding 
binomial distribution throughout the whole interval, 
np<r~X .$n. It seems reasonable to investigate the 
possibility of improving upon (l) by using a Poisson 
distribution having a different value p 1 in place of p, 
where p' is chosen so that the new Poisson distribution 
2~. 
is of the same steepness at X=r as is the binomial distribution. 
We wish to have Ut' =Vt and u.~V.' for all r~ i~ n. L !. The first 
of these conditions reQuires that: 
(n-r)•(p) I (r+l) • (l-p) = p' n I (r+l). 
Solving for p 1 , we obtain 
p' = (n-r)'(p) I (n)•(l-p). 
Now we can prove the following: 
If we have p', Ul ,Vtand Vl as defined above, then 
provided r 7 np and i '7/ r. 
since 
; 
Ur.. IVl (n-i).p.(l+i) I (l+i)v (l-p)·np 1 and this reduces to 
UjiVt ±= (n-i) I (n-r) by replacing p' by its value above 
since Thus 
Moreover, we have 
Vi' IVt = p 1 • n .(i.+l) I (i+l) np = p' I p =(n-r) / (n-np) 
1 
but r7np and hence Vi.' "\ VL 
Thus Ut"" V{. ~ V;_ where r 7np and iq- r. 
We now can obtain an inequality somewhat better than ( l) . 
The derivation of the new upper bound for P(r ~X~ s) goes 
just as before except that each ~. is replaced by P 1 
'f'"c... { 
We obtain the new inequality: 
at' r;j) 
P ( r ~ X~ s ) < K 1 J3 t-/P ~ / & Ii~ (2) where K. = i,. Jl. '"'~S+-1 
We can get a lower bound as well as a somewhat improved 
upper bound for P(r"X~s) by calculating Br-and B.,.+ 1 directly 
and then applying (l) or (2) to find an upper bound M 
of P ( r+l $X~ s). This gives the inequality 
( 3) 
29. 
This could, of course, be still further improved by calculating 
directly still more of the B''s and using a similar procedure, 
but this can become tedious. 
To illustrate the various approxim~tions, we will give the 
results of a numerical example~ For convenience in checking, 
a value of n which is within the range of the tables is used. 
From exact tables:. 
P(X~lO)- P(X~4l) .0050631 
Poisson tables in the usual way: 
P(l0.$X ~40) = P(l0,4)-P(41,4) = .008132 
which is not particularly good. 
Using inequality (l) we obtain: 
P(lO ~X~ 40) = .6790( .008132) = .005522 
Using inequality (3) and inequality (l) to obtain M: 
. 004682 < P ( lO ~X~ 40) < . 003594 + • 00l607 = . 00520 
We can obtain a still better result by using inequality (2) 
to obtain M and then use inequality (3): 
P ( lO ~X .$' 40) ~·. 005087 
30. 
3. GR...J\.M-.OHARLIER APPROXIMATIONS 
i) NOlli~L GRAM-CHARLIER APPROXIMATION 
Another method for approximating the binomial distrib. 
is to choose an approximating function from some class of 
functions such as the Pearson type distribution or the Gram-
Charlier. function. 
We have a random variable X which is the sum, X=X, +X.:z-~-X 11 
of n Bernoulli variables. Under the condition of Laplace's 
theorem, the distribution function F(X) of the standardized 
variable X- n~ is for large n approximately equal to ~(X), 
ynpq_ 
the normal distribution. We can write: 
F(X) = ~(X) + R(X) 
this implies that R(X) . is small for large values of n, so 
that~(X) may be regarded as a first approximation to F(X). 
It is then natural to ask if, by further analysis of the 
remainder terms we can find more accurate approximations; 
t7 
e.g. in the form of some expansion of R(X) in series. 
We are going to discuss an expansion in orthogonal 
polynomials, know11 as the Gram-Oharlier series. From which 
we will discuss what is known as the normal Gram~Oharlier 
approximation, and the Poisson Gram-Oharlier approximation. 
Let us first consider the Gram-Oharlier Series. This 
is a rather general system of distribution functions which 
is based upon the normal distribution and its derivatives. 
This distribution has been found satisfactory fqr fitting or 
17 
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11 smoothing 11 certain emperical distributions. 
\\ tt 
The generator of this series is the normal distribution. 
and let where X' = X-a and EX• a 
-
Then the Gram-Charlier Series is : 
f(X) = b ri? (X' )+·b Cf (X' )+b Q (X') + •... • · 
v 'f" 1 a a a 
~J- _-t(x'J;~.. 
r/1 (X')= d ll(x')-:= lt;.i (; • e ~(-X') = -X' cfo (X') 
'f, -l.fo 
at l):L KL "l.. 
f.l.(x' )-.)::_tD(X:') =(X2~ .. e-± (x;_ 1 - ~e-.l=(X'.:t. -1) rD(x') 
-il.. ~jifo '61i G' Vii 6' Yo 
~(X')= ).,:- q~X') = 2 ~ (]c' )X' +(X' ):J. (--'*' 10 (X' )X') + /b
0
(X' )X' 3 1 )3 o . Lf o 'tc 
- . ~ . - = (~8'X I - (X I ) '3 ) (l (X I ) 
.A-
Let D= d X' 
then the so-called Tchebycheff-Hermite polynomials, H (X') h ) 
is given by the eQuation: 
n 
(-D) • q
0
(X') = H 11 (X' )·1/X') 
Evidently H 11(X
1 ) is of degree n in X' and the coefficient of 
X' is 1. By convention H =1. We have: ~ 0 ) it:Y _ (x~'--ax'T+Tl. 
I - a I .:2._ 
---·e - - e 
- lGi1 G - v;=fj b 
' - w:L x , ' -Ii x , T -
-- e OL e ::::- c/(X 1 ) e 
- ~6' ,) 
and also by a Taylors expansion around X' 
32. 
' . 
If 
18 
D"l...Cfo(X')+---
ao 
'[ ~ H. (X' ) rf_ (X' ) 
I i 0 r=·o . 
Yl (TX 1-~~) 
conseQuently H~(X') is the coefficient of T in e 
lli. 
H)Z) is found to be : 
" i1 rr-:t 
Z - n(n·-l) Z + 
2 
n·(n-1), (n-2)· (n-3) 
2.4 
Using the orthogonal property, namely, that 
+d:> 
fH..,(X') ·H 
0
(X') c.f, (X') • dX' =0 rrf' 
::=n! m=n 
we can write down an expression forb~ 
0::1 
we have f(X') = r·~ H (X') rf>(x') n 11 'fe. 
- ~: - -- -
·n~o 
Multiplying by H n(X') and integrating from -....otO+e>6 we have, 
in virtue of the orthogonal relationship: 
b = n7 (f~;'),fl (X')·dX' n _)j 11 
-~ 
Substituting in the explicit value of H. (X' ) 
b
0 
= -;! fl~;,) · (X'" - n(n-l) (X' ( ~" . .•. ) 0dX' 
~«> ' ~ 
Kend 2 If f'J 1 'f 7 
.) 
33. 
bi"J = ~ d!( ~ - n · (~-2) ~ 111 _=t+. • • • • • J 
where__q~is the k~th moment about the originr 
f(X') is the density function of the standardized variable X', 
which has mean aero and unit standard 
I 
deviation, while its 
r th moment is : ..:_-4 • .,. ::=- A r 
+ ob Gj: 
. , b• = {r(x') .dX' =l 
~ ( I I b.(. = 2 A;J. - ./-(0 ) 
/ ( I 1) b = - ~t( - 3fi 3 Go .] I 
= ~(1 - 1) = 0 
= ..-?(3 I(:; (!) JJ 
f(X 1 ) can now be written! 
3 
f(X') =cf(x') -~ ct(x' )l ( x~) - 3 xj + •.. 
0 31 o-3 J 
where .J1
3 
is the 3rd moment of f (X 1 ). 
Now, let f(X') be a binomial distribution with mean= np, 
and variance = npq. 
The 3rd moment~3 is 
Thus f(X' )=: t(x') 
= qo(X' ) 
F(X') = f_(X' ).l>X' 
This is the normal 
= npq(q - p) 
- (Q - p) . 
• 
where X' = X - n12 
Vnf'1 
(q-p) 
~i_(x') 
~~(X') 
dX' 
Co V'nr'! 
- Q-P J'J..cp (X') 
~ 6 2 lP V'h 1<>9 . ~. c x.') 
-lq-p) rll(X') , (X'a.. \ lfo 
& V"h0. - . 
Gram-Oharlier approximation. 
-1) 
34. 
There is a question about whether the Gram-Charlier 
expansions really converge and represent F(X). In practical 
applications it is in most cases only of little value to know 
the convergence properties of our expansion. What we really 
want to know is whether a small number of terms suffices to 
iq 
give a good approximation to F(X). If we know this to be the 
case, it does not concern us much whether the infinite series 
is convergent or divergent. It is possible that even when 
the infinite series diverges its first few terms will give 
an approximation of an asymptotic character. What we would 
really like to know is if the approximation would improve if 
we included more terms in the series. Actually we are dealing 
with a question relating to the asymptotic properties of our 
expansion for la~ge value of n. 
Let's call :Bif.(k;n,p) =Q(z)- (q-p)~(z'- -l) rPo(x) 
- f~ ;!;!- 0 where_2(Z):::::.i e- "'-, dt and Z= (k+~- np vu 
- ,() Vhf''f 
:B q is the Normal Gram-Charlier approximation. 
'Table 3.1 is the counterpart of table l.l for the approx. :B 1 • 
The pattern for M~(np) are similar to those of M1(np) with 
the errors, however, much smaller. It can be shmrm that 
M~(np) {.056/Vnpq for all values of n and p. 
tlf 
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36. 
i},.O 
~ Table 3.1 e Values Values of n 
of :p 5 10 25 50 100 250 500 
.002 .055 
.004 .055 .024 
.008 .024 
.01 .054 .009 
.02 .054 .023 .009 .004 
.04 .052 .022 .004 
.05 .008 
.08 .. 020 
.11 .054 .044 .013 .007 .003 
.2 .040 .015 .006 .003 .002 
.3 .020 .009 .003 .002 .001 
. 4 .012 .006 . .002 .001 .001 
.5 .011 .005 .002 .001 .001 
Values 
of n:p 
00.000 
.060 
.5 .054 
1.0 
.040 .044 .052 .054 .054 .055 .055 .055 
1.5 .020 .031 
2.0 
.012 .015 .020 .022 .023 .024 .024 .024 
' 
2.5 .011 .013 .016 
3.0 .009 
ao 
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e Table 3.l(continued) 
Values values of n 
of n:p 5 iO 25 50 100 250 500 
7-5 .003 
10.0 .002 .003 .003 .004 .004 .004 
12.5 .002 
15.0 .002 
20.0 .001 .002 .002 
25. .001 
30. .001 .002 
40. .001 .001 
50. .001 .001 
ii) POISSON GRAM-CHARLIER APPROXIMATION 
Similar to the normal case, we have what is called a 
Poisson Gram-Charlier approximation. Just as the normal 
Gram-Charlier series( sometimes known as type A) was derived 
from the normal distribution, a Poisson Gram~Charlier Series 
(sometimes known as a type B series) is de~ived from the ).. K/ Poisson distribution; p(k;}.) = e- ;\ kl 
38. 
The normal Gram-Charlier series ~s made up of the derivatives 
of the normal density function~, whereas the Poisson 
Gram-Charlier series is made up of the differences of p(k;~). 
0 I ~ ~ 
f ( K) = b~ \7 p + b 11 V p + bl Q p. + b; \7~p + .... · 
~I 
.. where \lp(k-l',A) = p(k; >.) p(k-1;}-.) 
_).. )( _). K-1 _)... K £L - e A \ e A • (1 
\ k! (k-1)!) -rr 
.;1 
= p(k~ ~) (1- f) 
y p(k-2', A) ::: \1 p(k-1", ~) - V p(k-2~).J 
"2.1 
define polynomials Gh by the relation: 
n 11 
p(k;A) G (k;~) = (-1). \l p(k-n,A) 
I) 
Kendall, pg. 155 
JS:_) 
- ). 
where Go = 1 
G = -(1 - {) I 
G = (1 ::t. \< ...... K {K-1)) ~ -~ - ~.:l. 
etc. 
G n may be calculated from the n th differences of the 
Poisson function, p{k;A~ , in the same way that H 71 may be 
derived from the n th differential coefficient of the normal 
distribution. 
The G's also obey the orthogonal law: 
ci:J • 
E~·G 5 p(k;A) = o, r /:. s 
we have 
. b' = 1 .. 6 
<v.:> 
=-A~·~ = A f!·(l-J') =~I[ b' I 
b' 
l.. 
k 1<-=0 
ot) 
.-
- /}:_:_f 
'K"" 0 
- ~->.-. - 0 
39. 
Now ) 
,... 
since ---tf,_ ':;; EK (EK) 
A. 
= 
?- - \:l.. E:i.C 1\ 
a- l._ ·~ ':)... EK - //,. +). ;;;; f.1• f<\ 
' b' 
• • ;1. 
~ 
f(k) ·= p(k;~) + i("'f.- :X,). \1 p(k-2;A) 
;). 
F ( k) = p ( k; )J + i ( ~ -A ) . '\7 p ( k-1; \) 
;} 
= P(k; 'A) + i(.-G/ -}.) (1---¥) p(k;).) 
;I- .1\ 
For a binomial distribution .....-l-~ =npq ). = np 
:'. F(k) = PfK;A) + i(npq - np) .. ( np - k), p(k;)J 
hi" 
BS(k;}) is the Poisson Gram~Oharlier approximation. 
Table 3.2 gives the maximum errors M~(np) occuring when 
using the Poisson Gram-Oharlier approximation to the binomial 
distribution. This approximation as in the Poisson approx. 
seems to have its maximum errors pract~cal~y independent of 
n. It depends only on the probability p, approaching zero 
as p decreases toward zero. This approximation seems to be 
quite good even for fairly substantial values of p. 
40. 
4-l. 
-
;.t~ 
e Table 3.2 
Values Values of n 
of :p 5 10 25 50 100 
.l .002 .002 .002 .001 .002 .002 
.2 .007 .007 .006 .006 .006 .006 
.3 .014 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 
.4 .035 .030 .031 .031 .030 .030 
.5 .051 .052 .054 .053 .053 .053 
~'\. 
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4. O~~P~PAULSON APPROXIMATION 
The Camp-Paulson approximation is based on an altogether 
different principle from those considered thus far. This 
approximation uses the approximation given by Paulson to 
the J of Snedecor' s F and the known fact that the J of F 
is an Incomplete Beta function, and that the sum of terms of 
the binomial is also an incomplete Beta function of suitable 
arguments. 
The statistic) .:L and s~ are 
two independent estimates of the same variance, has played 
an essential part in modern statistical theory. Paulson 
found a modified statistic U, a function of F, so selected 
as to tend to have a nearly normal distribution with 0 mean; 
and unit variance. 
F can be written in the form 
F 
a. :;;, 
where 'Y and J are independent and have the chi-square P-, J..., 
distribution with n 1 and n~ degrees of freedom respectively. 
It is known from the work of Wilson and Hilferty that 
(~.t)Ys. h J lS nearly normally distributed with mean, l- 2/9nj 
and variance, 2/9n 
42. 
Thus, Paulson approached the problem of securing an approximat. 
~ 
to the F distribution by regarding F as the ratio of two 
normally distributed variates. In gener~ the distribution 
of the ratio V = Y j ~' where Y and X are normally and 
independently distributed with means 1 mx and mx )and 
standard deviations ~ and OX , is not expressible in 
u.s 
simple form. However, Fie/ler has shown that a function 
R of V, namely R = v.m -)( yv;~. s-x'" + ~ 
will be nearly normally distributed with zero mean and unit 
variance, provided the probability of X being negative is 
small. So that in the given problem it follows that we 
-a.lf 
can regard 
Ys U ~ Ll - 2/9na) F 
~ <j~~ r ~~~ 
where V = F '15 
+ _2,._. Cf 11 r 
:l. 
Y = X-1/n, 
m'<= ( l- 2/9n 1 ) 
:1. 
0 '< = 2/9n 1 
X= 
~ 
X).jn"l.. 
m.X = ( l - 2/9n:2..) 
ox""= 2/9n:L 
as nearly normally distributed(O mean, unit variance) 
provided n /;3, this is to insure that the denominator 
~ 
is not negative. If we use the lower tail of the F distrib., 
then the statistic U should only be used if n 1 is also 7/ 3. 
We have yet to show that the summation of terms of a 
binomial is .an incomplete Beta function, and that the [of 
Snedecor's F is also an incomplete Beta function. 
a.'3 
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43. 
For Taylor's series with the integral form of remaindeY 
t-- I.l Y' Y~l (1'} 
f(a+h) = h~·f1 (a) + h ?1-t~ • f (a+th)· dt. 
jl r-1 I 
0 J ... 0 )1 
Putting a=q, h=p, and f(a+h) = (q+p) we have 
(q+p)n = Esr-ip; + R r 
:>::o 
wliere R~ is the remainder after r terms and equals 
J r -r ,.._, . n- r "P- (1-t) , n! (q+pt) . dt R~ ~ (r-1)1 (n-r)! 
In the la~t ~equation pltting t = l -~ 1 
r~ 1 n ~ " 
R = x · (1-x) dx 
v- ~~'t),l 
We find 
I 
'1J$ 
Beta function = B(n, ,n~) 
r: 11 -I l'la.- I 
=jv 1 (1-v) · dv 
where J(n+l) = nl when n is an integer 
'• .R t- = r(h+i). •B (r,n - r + l) f,·, f(n~r-r.J) P 
= B '(r,n- r + ~);fB(r,n- r + i) 
f 
= I (r,n - r + l) 
f' 
The remainder after k+l terms(including the k+l term) 
,1.\1 
I (k+l,n - k) · ,_ ~(k+l 1 n ._.u_k}_ _ P(X'7 k) 
P - H~k + l,n --=--k) -
To show that th~Jiof Snedecor's F is also an incomplete 
Beta function; we write F in the follov-ring form: 
~.}( 
Wilks, pg. 75 
.:tC. 
Kendall pg. 120 
44. 
k~O 
:J..7 
F ::: 
:J.. 
'J-~;n, 
The distribution ofF with n 1 add n~ degrees of freedom 
F) 
let's denote th~S1by h (F). 
Y\ ·n ~) :oL 
By a simple change of variable the F-distribution may 
be changed into a distribution which is the integrand of the 
Beta function times a constant. 
Yl, 
let X 
-
and dF ~ dX 
n, -(1-x~C 
'J.7 
soh (F)·dF transforms into 
f"\. n~ 
'J ..... 
then F ~X 
n , . ..,..,( 1,....-~X,.....) 
(
' ' \ .. :;- h~ 
1- ~ J 
Wilks :pg. 115 
45. 
-~ 
" 
' ' 
(\l _, ) fu -1 
'X n~ X a. 
and (F) = (n. 1-X 
!!.!_. - I !!.A -I 
a.. a 
h't1 Yl (X) • dX = 1 X . (1-X) 
I ~ B\V'I• ~) ) 
.;!.. J ;;1. 
J. IX !1L- t ~ -i ;1. f h. Y) (x) dx 1 .1. (1-x) = X 
n, ~ B(~~) 
c) c 2.) '). 
= 
( n, ~ Bl!: -a:-, .;l... B l!!.L &) a.., ;;.. 
= I (~ ~) 
. X :t) ~. 
Comparing this with our result using the binomial: 
If(k+l,n - k) 
X = p n 1 = k + 1 n = 2(k+l) 
-A. 
thus F = n x/n (1 - X) 
=l I 
can now be written: F = 1-p = Cl 
We have from before 
which provides a normal approximation to the F distrib. 
and if we now substitute the value of n , n~ and F I ..... , 
that we have from above we get: 
~)? 
Paulson, Vol. 13 pg. 235, AMS 
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46. 
n =2(n-k) 
~ 
Q~ 
3 
y3 
( _j__) [(n-k}f'] · 1- h-k LK+I) ~ . ..... 
U. is approximately normally distributed with mean O, and 
variance 1. 
Paulson 1 s approximatio~ seem~d to be quite close. Since 
it was essentially an approximation to the incomplete Beta 
function, we must now have a similarly elose approximation 
to the point binomial. 
Thus, the Camp-Paulson approximation proceeded from the 
equivalence of a cumulative binomial probability to an 
incowplete Beta function, and thence to a probability 
integral of the variance ratio F. Then we used an approx. 
to the integral of F developed by Paulson(who in turn used 
\Vilson and Hilferty 1 s approximation for the distribution 
of the chi-square and the result obtained by Fieller 
concerning the ratio of two normally distributed variates.) 
Then Camp developed the explicit expression which may be 
written 
B(k;n,p) is approximately equal to ]?(u) 
where U is defined above. 
Table 4.1 lists the maximum errors of the Camp-Paulson 
approximation. The error M(,(np) is strictly limited, with 
AMS Vol. 22 pg. 131 
48. 
e an absolute maximum of .0122 which is never exceeded for any 
values of n and p. It seems to be essentially a function 
of the mean n:p, and tends to decline with increasing n:p 
when n:p 7 . 02. 
30 Table 4.1 
Values Values of n 
of n;p 5 10 25 50 100 250 500 
00.00 .004. 
.02 .012 
.50 .005 .008 
1.0 .002 .003 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 
1.5 .002 .004 
2.0 .001 .003 .004 .005 .005 
2.5 .001 .003 .004 
3.0 .001 .003 
4.0 .001 .. 002 
.002 
5.0 .001 .002 .002 
7.5 .001 
10.0 .001 .001 .001 
30 
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ABSTRACT 
This thesis provides a discussion of various approximations 
to the cumulative binomial distribution. 
We begin our analysis with the discussion of the simple f, 
normal approximation, based on the DeMoivre-Laplace Limit 
Theorem. This theorem states that the binomial distribution 
converges to the normal distribution in the situation 
wherein we hold p constant and allow n ~ C-\0 • The simple 
normal approximation is the most widely used of all approxim~-
tions, because of its simplicit~ and the availability of the 
necessary tables. However, its importance goes far beyond 
the domain of numerical calculation. We also show how the 
simple normal approximation may be used to obtain confidence 
intervals for the parameter p. We note various transformations 
that can be used to transform the binomial distribution into 
the normal distribution. In particular we mention the 
arcsine approximation which is based on the variance stabiliz-
ing angular transformation. 
It is shown that in the binomial situation when the numbe~ 
n, of trials approaches~, and the probability p, of success 
at each trial1 approaches 0 in such a way that the variable 
A= np remains bounded, the Poisson distribQtion is an 
approximation to the binomial distribution. It is also noted 
that, when A= np is large, the Poisson distribution itself, 
can be approximated by means of the normal distribution. 
We also show that under certain conditions, we can get a 
--
better approximation to the binomial distribution by using 
a modified Poisson approximation. This modified Poisson 
approximation uses a Poisoon distribution having a different 
value for p then the binomial distribution. 
Closely related to the simple normal approximation is 
the normal Gram-Charlier approximation. Here we derive the 
approximation starting from a Gram'-Oharlier type A series; 
that is, a series which is made up of the derivatives of 
the normal density function. This approximation is a little 
better than the normal approximation, because it adjusts for 
the skewness of the point binomial. Similarly, there is 
a Poisson Gram-Charlier approximation. This approximation 
is derived from a Gram-Charlier type B series, which is 
made up of the differences of the Poisson probability 
function. Results show, that this is one of the best 
approximations. 
We conclude our discussion with the Camp-Paulson approx. 
This approximation is based on an entirely different 
principle from the previous.ones. It turns out that the 
cumulative binomial probability is equivalent to an incomplete 
Beta function, and that the probability integral of the 
variance ratio F is also equivalent to an incomplete Beta 
function. By using an approximation to the integral of F 
derived by Paulson we obtain the Camp-Paulson approximation. 
By comparing the various tables of the errors, M((np), we 
can draw the following conclusions. 
In terms of both accuracy and complexity, the approximatiOns 
studied fall rather naturally into two groups. The less. 
accurate "simple" approximations are the normal, the arcsine, 
and the Poisson. 1\ The advanced'' approximations are the normal 
Gram-Oharlier, the Poisson Gram-Oharlier, and the Camp-
Pau:j.son. The poorest of the 11 advanced 11 approximations is 
almost always more accurate than the.best of the 11 simple 11 
ones in any situation where it is appropriate . 
.Among the 11 simple 11 approximations the Poisson is generally 
the best when p is less than about 0.075. For larger values 
of p. the arcsine approximation is usually the best, 
although the normal approximation overtakes it when p 
gets very close to one-half. 
II 
.Among the ''advanced approximations, the Poisson Gram-
Charlier is best in the same range that favors the Poisson 
among the 11 simplen ones. Every where else the Camp-Paulson 
approximation is best. The 11 poor 11 normal Gram""Charlier is 
never as good as the Camp-Paulson except in a small region 
where the Poisson Gram-Charlier is still better. 
Hence, one needs only two approximations to match the 
cumulative binomial distribution almost exactly. For small 
values of p the Poisson Gram-Oharlier approximation is 
exceedingly accurate; for larger values the same is true 
of the Camp-Paulson approximation. The maximum error can 
--
be kept below .005, provided we exclude values of n<5(where 
it is really unnecessary to use any approximations) by 
following the-simple rule of using the Poisson Gram-Oharlier 
approximation if np0.8 and the Camp-Paulson approximation 
if np ;;; .8 
